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This was my final essay for my Film Studies 201 class: Introduction to Film Studies. It was the 

first class I ever took on the subject of film, and my first outing as a writer attempting to analyze 

a film and director.  

- Benjamin Paulides 

 

 

The Jaded Reflection of Jack Torrance 

 From the opening shot of the lone phallic tree on the lake to the uncomfortable encounter 

Jack has with the nude apparition, Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining is chock full of sexual 

references and innuendos. The opening Kubrickian sex shot also appears in Dr. Strangelove 

where two planes are having “sex” as they refuel midair. The tree shot is the first of many hints 

left for the audience, taunting them to decipher a deeper meaning from the film that critics 

initially panned as a destruction of Stephen King’s classic horror novel (Variety Staff). However 

like a fine wine, The Shining becomes more palatable with age, in fact it becomes delectably 

enjoyable. Year by year, layer by layer the film is dissected with meticulous scrutiny. This leaves 

film enthusiasts with a potpourri of theories, clues, and vantage points, from which they choose 

to combine and modify in order to extract a hidden meaning from the film.  

 Kubrick comments on the inherent flaws of the human personality throughout many of 

his films (Kagan 203). Jack’ Torrance’s (Jack Nicolson) violence towards Dick Halloran 

(Scatman Crothers) near the film’s finale reflects other instances of violent and unrestrained self-

indulgence in Kubrick’s other films: Barry Lyndon flailing away at Lord Bullingdon in Barry 

Lyndon, Alex clobbering Billy Boy in A Clockwork Orange, Moon-Watcher rejoicing over the 

subjugation of the a fellow ape in 2001: A Space Odyssey, and Private Pyle relishing his murder 

of Sergeant Hartman in Full Metal Jacket (Rasmussen 280). On the surface, The Shining is the 

story of Jack Torrance, an aspiring writer, who accepts a job as winter caretaker of the Overlook 

Hotel. Jack takes his wife and young son with him for the winter to the resort located in the 
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desolate Colorado Rocky Mountains. By the film’s conclusion, Jack goes violently insane and 

attempts to murder his wife and son. Violence is not unique to The Shining. However the 

psychological sexual violence is. Kubrick and fellow screenwriter Diane Johnson each read 

Sigmund Freud’s essay on “The Uncanny” before writing the film’s screenplay (Kagen 204). 

This essay gave them a base from which to build their case against the tragic protagonist that is 

Jack Torrance. In the following, I will argue that Jack's psychosis is a result of repressed 

homosexual urges, which Kubrick hints at throughout the film.  

 The first hints we receive that Jack may be hiding homoerotic cravings come from his 

interactions with the Overlook Hotel’s manager, Stuart Ullman (Barry Nelson). “Our people in 

Denver recommended Jack very highly and, for once, I agree with them” (The Shining). In this 

quote Ullman begins a flirtatious exchange with Jack Torrance that lasts until Ullman leaves for 

the winter. It is not only Ullman’s Liberace haircut and limp wristed mannerisms that give away 

the implication that he himself is gay. When he first stands up to shake hands with Jack, it is 

immediately apparent that the document organizer on the corner of his desk merges with his pant 

line to give him a sizable erection (Ascher) [Figure 1]. Concurrently, the quote about being in 

agreement with the people in Denver seems odd given the context that the interview has just 

begun and Ullman has not had any time to learn about Jack. His comment is completely 

superficial and is born out of subjective physical preference rather than objective job 

qualification. In an ensuing scene when Jack and his family come to the Overlook on move-out 

day, Stuart Ullman and (Barry Dennen) approach Jack while he is sitting in the lobby. The most 

unabashed hint towards Jack’s homosexuality comes in the form of the magazine he is reading. 

Under high-definition scrutiny it is seen to be a copy of Playgirl Magazine [Figure 2]. This 

evidence combined with the rolled up carpet that seems to enter Jack’s mouth during the fade at 
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the end of the scene sets the groundwork for Jack’s subsequent demise. It lends to the allusions, 

both concrete and implied, of fellatio that are observed throughout the film. Furthering the 

argument, we see that Ullman’s right hand, Bill Watson, treats both Ullman and Torrance with 

disdain and disgust, choosing not participate in their friendly banter. He chooses to reply “fine” 

more than once as a response to their inquiries, and always has an acrid look on his face. Watson 

is a first hand observer and a third wheel in Ullman and Torrance’s relationship. As such, he 

loathes the subtle homoerotic banter that he is witnessing. 

 The anti-Jack in The Shining is Dick Hallorann. He is soothing, loving, and the kind of 

man you would want to give a hug to if given the opportunity. Jack is jaded and on the edge of a 

knife at all times: positioned in opposition to the reassuring Hallorann. Hallorann is the epitome 

of heterosexual, which Kubrick makes painfully obvious to us through the pictures of busty nude 

women placed above his bed and television set. Danny Torrance (Danny Lloyd) immediately 

connects with Hallorann in a way that is completely absent in the relationship he has with his 

father. During the scene in their living quarters where Danny asks Jack if he would ever hurt him 

or his mother. Danny remains in a rigid state throughout the scene and seems petrified that his 

father might sexually abuse him again (I will get to this point later). Contrarily, after having met 

Hallorann for just a few moments, Danny already feels comfortable enough to reveal more about 

his relationship to Tony (his protective alter ego) than he has with anyone else (Rasmussen 247). 

As we progress in the story there is a scene where Wendy is checking the generators and doing, 

what would typically be considered, a “man’s job”. She is also wearing an overall style dress and 

a plaid shirt that is much more masculine than what we see her wearing earlier in the film. 

Wendy hears Jack screaming due to a nightmare he is having, and makes the split second 

decision to come to his rescue. Through what she is wearing and the fact that she come to his aid, 
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we see a role reversal take place; Wendy is the strong worker, and Jack is the weak-willed 

hysterical who is vulnerable to subjugation. It should come as no surprise when Jack, who 

represents the feminine, winds up killing Hallorann who represents the masculine, as he poses a 

threat to Jack and his ghostly entourage.  

 The Overlook Hotel’s supernatural residents further arouse the homosexual urges that are 

boiling up inside of Jack. In the same frame that Delbert Grady (Philip Stone) first spills 

advocaat on Jack’s jacket, we see two lesbians in 1920s cocktail dresses sitting on a couch with 

absolutely no interest given to the man sitting to their right [Figure 3]. They are in contrasting 

shades of dresses: one is in a silky white dress, the other in black. They are also seen drinking 

their beverages with their arms threaded though one another. Mere moments later in the 

bathroom, Grady is conversing with Jack and reduces Hallorann to nothing more than “a nigger”. 

Grady says this the way a plantation owner would address a slave: in the most condescending of 

tones. In this scene the camera gives us a series of reverse-angle shots that render Jack and Grady 

mirror images of each other” (Rasmussen 269). Grady goes on to tell Jack that he has always 

been the caretaker despite Jack’s words to the contrary. So, in a single series of events, a 

subliminal message of gay love is shown to Jack, followed by the downgrading of the anti-Jack, 

ending with the message that there is no other option that to “correct” his wife and child (i.e. kill 

them.) 

 Further supernatural instigation occurs when Lloyd the Bartender (Joe Turkel) asks Jack 

“How’s it going Mr. Torrance?” Jack replies with “Just a little problem with the old sperm bank 

upstairs” (The Shining). This tidbit of uninhibited dialogue by Jack is later what the supernatural 

entities would use against him. This quote is chauvinistic on the surface. However it actually 

enhances the idea that in Jack’s mind, the only advantage of having Wendy around is the 
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temporary pleasure he receives from climaxing in her. This degradation of Wendy to a piece of 

meat shows that Jack’s view of her is the embodiment of animalistic. In a consequential scene, 

Jack goes to investigate room 237. The room is decorated beautifully in the “jet set” art deco 

designs that were so popular during the booming 1920s. The most eye-popping aspect of the 

room is the carpet, which has giant purple penises in a staggered pattern [Figure 4] . Each phallus 

points to the bathroom that Jack would find the woman that Wendy said tormented Danny. Jack 

has already planted the seed of homosexuality for the paranormal entities to exploit. The female 

ghost on whom Jack is attempting to take out his animalistic urges, turns into a zombified old 

wench. Jack becomes terrified and ends up “falling back” into the penises that are in room 237.  

 To take the entire paradigm one step further, I conclude that Jack sexually abused Danny 

in the past and that the story that Wendy tells the doctor, about a dislocated shoulder, is just a 

cover for something much more sinister. When Wendy recounts the story of Danny’s dislocated 

shoulder to the doctor (Anne Jackson), she says that something good came out of the event. 

Wendy recounts what Jack told her when she says, “’Wendy, I’m never gonna touch another 

drop and if I do you can leave me.’” She goes on to say, “…he didn’t and he hasn’t had any 

alcohol in five months” (Wendy - The Shining). This implies that the “event” happened five 

months ago when the family was still living in Vermont. Notice the word choice by Wendy. She 

says, “he didn’t and he hasn’t” implying that there has not been a relapse since the event. This is 

contradictory to the story that Jack tells Lloyd the bartender in the Gold Room. Jack admits to 

being “on the wagon” for five months. However he says the dislocation happened “three fuckin’ 

years ago.” What this means is that there was another event that must have taken place five 

months ago that led to the formation of Danny’s protective alter ego.  

 Wendy is the last character to be physically sucked into the ghoulish game that is being 
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played at the Overlook. Wendy becomes fearful for her life and goes to confront Jack with a 

baseball bat. The ensuing courtship parody is staged with hairbreadth timing and leads to Jack 

being knocked unconscious (Kael 130). Is it mere coincidence that the object of Jack’s demise is 

a phallic one? The theme continues in the next scene when Wendy is dragging Jack’s semi-

unconscious body through the kitchen and into the storeroom. He is gargling something and has 

white bodily fluid pasted to the side of his cheek. The untrained observer would consider this 

nothing more than saliva. However with the reemergence of Delbert Grady moments later, it 

seems a more sexually suggestive hint to the eventuality of Jack Torrance.  

After locking Jack in the storeroom, Wendy then goes on a journey through the 

supernatural realm of the Overlook Hotel. One moment is strikingly confusing and out of place 

to the first-time viewer of the film; Wendy sees a man dressed in the bear costume performing 

fellatio on a man in a tuxedo. The scene alone means nothing, yet Wendy seems absolutely 

terrorized by it. Why? I propose that it was an incident such as this one that is the missing 

“event” in the time line five months previous that left a lasting scar on the family. The bear 

performing the act is analogous to the stuffed animal bear that Danny is lying on when the doctor 

is asking him about Tony near the beginning of the film. In fact, the bears share the same exact 

color scheme [Figures 5 & 6]. In the earlier scene, Danny says that Tony is “the little boy that 

lives in my mouth” and he is in a defensive position with his hands covering his groin. What is 

Tony really protecting by living in Danny’s mouth? It is a dark topic that I desire to delve into no 

deeper.   

 The culmination of all these influences result in the completed murder of Dick Hallorann 

and the attempted murders of Wendy and Danny. There are two characters who pose threats to 

the ghostly sanctity of the hotel: Danny through beaconing, “shinning”, others to the hotel to 
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help and Wendy through being the last heterosexual barrier in the way of Jack’s transformation. 

In an age of Liberace, glitz and glamour The Shining is an essential title to lend to the films 

homosexual themes. Shine evokes images of sparkle, sequins and gold, which are all easily 

associated with the flamboyant lifestyle that some lived during the time. The use of mirrors 

further compounds this thought. It is no surprise that there is surplus of shots throughout the film 

that shoot Jack through a mirror. Men, as a whole, tend not to care about their visual appearance 

as much as woman. This is a continuation of the role reversal. Whereas Liberace hid behind a 

gold candelabrum on stage, Jack hides within the tomb of the Overlook’s immortal Gold Room. 

The final shot shows that however final his actions may seem, the flamboyant Jack will always 

be welcome within the hotel, as long as he is willing to abandon his rational heterosexuality for a 

more unhinged alternative.  

 Kubrick’s masterpiece is more chilling today than when it was first released. The 

multitude of hidden messages and hints to the primordial nature of man are only unscrambled 

through multiple viewing. The themes in The Shining make you start to question what went 

through Kubrick’s mind as he was constructing the film. Could his intention have been to take a 

well-known horror story (Stephen King’s novel) and hide sexual frustration and abuse within its 

baseline structure, only to be deciphered long after his death? We will never know. Perhaps he 

hid so many hidden messages in the film that it allows any viewer to derive a meaning that fits 

their own psychological construct. Strong arguments are made that the film is an allegory for 

both the Holocaust and the United States subjugation of Native Americans. There are even 

theories that the film was Kubrick’s admission that he filmed and helped fake the moon landing 

(Ascher). However bizarre the theories become, one thing will remain certain; we will never 

know for certain what is really going on in the film. And that is the point. Whether you watch the 
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film one or one hundred times, you will feel the same confusing anguish that Jack feels about 

himself and the ghostly inhabitants of The Overlook Hotel.  
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